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Northamptonshire has a rich shoe manufacturing history and is one of the worldâ€™s best known spots
for the manufacture of high quality shoes. One of the most famous brands based in this part of the
UK is Barker shoes, and these footwear options have been made in the area since 1880. Barker
shoes started life as a cottage business and was set up by craftsman Arthur Barker, who wanted to
make shoes which were waterproof in the rain.

During its impressive history, Barker shoes has provided boots for the British Army during the First
World Ware and has also made moves into the womenâ€™s shoe manufacturing sector. To this today,
Barker shoes is going strong and currently produces around 200,000 pairs of hand sewn shoes
each and every year.

If you are looking for Barker shoes then visit us here Robinsonâ€™s Shoemakers. We have been selling
Barker shoes and other top quality footwear options since back in 1954, and we are a family run
business with a reputation for quality and brilliant service.

Unlike many other shoe stores we are focused not only on the sale but on giving our customers
Barker shoes which are suitable for their needs, and this is why all of our shop assistants take the
time to find out about our clients and what kind of shoes are going to be best for their day to day life.

Our range of Barker shoes is extensive and includes the Barker Anniversary collection, the Barker
Country collection, the Barker Creative range, the Barker Handcrafted collection, the Barker
Heritage collection and the Barker Professional range.

To make buying Barker shoes from us as cost effective and convenient as possible we offer free
shoe trees and a top quality silk tie with every single order of Barker shoes, and we also provide
free delivery to anywhere in the UK or European Union.

If you are looking for Barker shoes and you want to buy from a reputable supplier with a focus on
providing a brilliant customer service and the absolute best Barker shoes for any need then visit us
here at Robinsonâ€™s Shoemakers and browse our varied selection.http://www.robinsonsshoes.com
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Julia Roger - About Author:
a Barker Shoes supplied by robinsonsshoes.com. Our company provides a brilliant range of a
Loake Shoes for amazing prices â€“ Visit us today for more information on our services!
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